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Pottsies secret pleasure: Throughout history all great leaders have 
had secret pleasures 
that are eventually re-
vealed in time when 
they let their guard 
down allowing the press 
to intrude into their 
lives. Our leader Pottsie 
iis no exception to this 
rule.  What is our “great 
leaders” secret pleas-
ure I hear you all ask - 
does it involve rubber, 
leather or inflatable 
dolls (that's what your 
all thinking?).  Well I 
can reveal to you all that Pottsies secret pleasure involves sweat, rubber 
and riding over as many bridges as he can in one ride!!! It was with great 
excitement earlier on this year that a new cycle bridge was opened in Ex-
eter and to celebrate this and also introduce fellow bashers to his secret 
pleasure Pottsie organised a ride around Exeter incorporating a cham-
pagne toast (curtsy of Pullit who carried a bottle of bubbly round in her 
rucksac).  He managed to cycle over 11 different bridges in 2 hours which 
he acknowledged with a smile on his face was “his personal best so far”.  
Blaster enjoyed it immensely pointing out that in actual fact the ride had 
actually crossed over 11 different Bridges but also managed to cycle un-
derneath 3 others  too.   (the only picture I have is the one of Bothways 
taken the  always the week before when they rushed to beat Pottsie cy-
cling over the bridge!!!)

The Editor and team of Birdseye would like to wish all their readers a very 
MERRY CHRISTMAS and a HAPPY and PROSPEROUS NEW  YEAR.  
Happy Riding in 2012 and we look forward to hearing about all your trips - 
so PLEASE REMEMBER TO SEND IN YOUR PICTURES AND WRITE 
UPS
THANKS
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What do head bangers do when they are having a day off?
Their secret is finally out -its so obvious really -Extreme Fishing is what 
they do!!!! 
As can be 
seen by this 
picture of 
Snakey 
whilst on 
holiday in 
Scotland- 
its a high 
adrenaline 
packed 
sport very 
similar to 
cross-coun-
try or down-
hill riding 
but without 
the body 
armour! 
Snakebite says he has his hopes set on catching the Lock Ness Monster 
but so far all he has caught is a couple of tiddlers, a pack of fish fingers, a 
shopping trolley and a lot of weed!!!

Manky finally finds heaven: Manky, whilst on holiday in Austria had the most 
amazing experience he could ever have wished for, it was so good he was heard to 
shout “OH YES” “I have died 
and gone to heaven”  A quick 
thinking basher managed to 
capture  the whole of 
Manky’s amazing religious 
experience for all to see - As 
can be seen by this photo, it 
does appear that Manky has  
found the  true meaning of  
happiness at last - it is CAKE 
and BEER together- could he 
be any happier?!!!  However 
once he had finally recov-
ered from this awesome ex-
perience he was a Allegedly 
heard to say “that the only 
down side was that he had to 
share the cake with Rubber”!!!!!   
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Spoons & Lucy's Forest of Dean weekend: A weekend of great 
mountain biking had been promised so myself and Lee so we dusted off 
the full-suss bikes and headed over the bridge to Wales meeting up with 
22 other bashers.  The first run of the day on Saturday was described by 
Ken-the-Rave as an “easy warm up” 
with a quick warning of “its slippy make 
sure you avoid the trees”.  With this 
warning ringing in my ears I set of with 
body armour at a gentle pace following 
the “dust” of the headbangers” wheels! 
As I progressed along the windy path 
getting my confidence up I hit a head-
banging traffic jam! Only one thing could 
have happened - an accident - Deb had accidentally hit a tree - unfortu-

nately for her that was the end of her 
weekend due to a dislocated shoul-
der.  The rest of the group carried on 
whilst Ken-the-rave, Lee and myself 
acted as the 5th emergency service 
getting Deb back to civilisation and 
off to hospital - this then allowed my-
self and Lee to have a “one-to-one” 
master class of odd-road riding with 
the guru himself Ken-the-rave as we 
cycled to the pub to meet the rest of 
the group - during this lesson lee did 

his first “gap” jump - although even he admits it was unintentional!!!!  The 
rest of the days cycling was great - semi technical cycling with the more 
adventurous head bangers hitting the trails with speed - with only 2 more 
crashes - Tripee head butting the ground and snakey losing attachment 
with his bike whilst careering down hill (only minor skin loss for both sus-
tained) a well earned beer at the end of the day was enjoyed by all.  Trev 
admitted (after a few beers) that he had really enjoyed himself following a 
fast gnarly down hill it took him a short while before he could “relieve him-
self” due to a massive “boner” that had developed inside his trousers!!! 
The planned BBQ was cancelled Saturday evening due to an incoming 
hurricane so food was again consumed with lots of liquid refreshment at 
the local pub. The Sunday ride was slightly less eventful with all the bash-
ers returning in one piece with no signs of any stiffness!!! Another great 
weekend spent well done to Lucy and Spoons for organizing it.
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Bobbiball Exclusive: Bobbiball finds Love whilst on tour in Austria - as 
can be clearly seen by this photo, Bobbiball found romance whilst travel-
ling around the Austria.  Initially fellow  cyclists said that he tried in vain to 
fight off the romantic attentions of this attractive female but eventually he 
succumbed to her good looks and took it like a man!!!!

Breaking News: Sources within the bash have uncovered concerning 
information regarding the decline of the Euro and the impending failure of 
the euro zone with a direct link to a certain TVPB basher.  It appears that 
the value of the euro started falling at a similar time that Bobbiball (the 
bash accountant) started mys-
teriously missing bash rides.  
Since then we all know  how 
the Value of the Euro has de-
clined to the point that Europe-
an countries have hit rock 
bottom, debt has spiraled and 
riots resulted.  Un-named bash 
sources (identity with held to 
maintain safety) whilst recently 
having a romantic meal at the 
top of a mountain in Cypress  
were amazed to see Bobbiball 
go peddling by.  On asking the 
waiter if he had seen Bobbiball 
there before the waiter replied “oh yes, he is a great man - he is the ac-
countant for the whole of Europe” - Now  that explains a lot!!!!!!!!
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Green Badgers :
Setting out early on a Saturday in August the Headbagers (AKA Green 
Badger Racing Team) made their way to Cwm Carn downhill course to 
prove yet again they are a force to be reckoned with. The day passed 
with a large amount of big air and no injuries. After the last run of the day 
some Badgers returned home to their sets those remaining headed for a 
local campsite, BBQ and Alcohol.
Rising early!!! on Sunday and after a large amount of fried black pudding, 
everyone headed over to the trial head at Cannop, F.O.D to meet up with 
the other riders who had travelled up for the Sunday uplifts. Using our 
own uplift trailer we managed 14+ uplifts. Only one mishap, Blowtorch 
tried riding through a tree rather than around it, always looking for the fast 
line the bike came off worse. All in all a great w/e thanks to all involved.

 

Bash Fashion: Bashers are renown for their great sense of fashion.  We 
now  have our very own fashion guru in the form of Noddy who is at 
present in the process of designing a sticking new style of cycle wear for 
2012.  Below are a couple of sneak pre-views of the seasons must 
haves!! 
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SPIDERMAN’S AUSTRIAN TRANS-ALP TOUR September 2011:   8 intrepid 
pioneers arrived in Kitzbuhl unaware that they would be crossing 5 mountain passes on mere 
goat paths, mingling with the endless sound of cow bells, sampling local cheeses, meats, and 
going here no other mountain bikers ever go!.
Soapy was the powerhouse of the group, ambling 
up what seemed to be impossible climbs in mid-
dle gear!  She was convinced that her wearing a 
red jacket encouraged a very large fit cow to 
jump a massive electric fence to take a closer 
look at her.  This act put her down the pecking 
order for the day.
The trip was definitely back country at its best, 
single track, a mix of logging roads, cow trails, 
etc, but all with superb views of distant lush val-
leys far below.  The bashers’ spirits were kept up 
throughout by staying in mountain accommodation, drinking schnapps with the locals, along 
with a non-stop supply of apfel strudel at every stop, washed down with local white beers.
As the week progressed, the sound of Herr Debarkle could be heard echoing off the moun-

tain tops while practising his newly acquired skill of 
yodeling, increasing his range from the natural to the 
high falsetto.
At one stage, the cavalcade of explorers was brought 
to a sudden stop when Bobby Ball exclaimed “me foot 
is stuck in the pedal”.  The pedal bashers offered help-
ful advice in abundance, from amputation (Herr De-
barkle) to unscrewing his leg or pedal, but in fact the 
problem was his SPD had come loose from his shoe! 
confirming Bobbiball has a “screw loose”.
All enjoyed a day’s rest with a trip by post bus and 

train to Innsbruck to view the Olympic ski jump, with the more adventurous of the bashers 
planning DH course on the run-out.  Meanwhile Ruth sneaked off to put an electric bike 
through its paces, climbing up a ski hill and squeezing every last bit of power out of the bike 
to near meltdown on the battery.
Spiderman went missing on the day, visiting long-
lost friends in the valley.  There was a discussion 
between the bashers about the similarity of younger 
Spiderman in the valley!  He had spent a few very 
cold winters in the area many years ago.
The continental reversal of the brake levers was al-
ways a good excuse for a few downs over slippery 
sections; crossing hands complicated the exercise 
with no improvement.
After a bit of bad map-reading, coming up out of 
Auffach and climbing up a never-ending number of steps, Bobby Ball threw his toys out of 
the pram, impaling his bike in a grass bank on the opposite side of the road.  Our guide was 
not amused.
The highlight of the trip for the girls was when Spiderman had organised yet another of his 
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cultural interludes at Herbert’s, the local harp player’s hotel.  While relaxing and en-
joying superb local delicacies of wiener schnitzel, 
the girls suddenly pushed their plates to one side 
and leapt out of their seats on seeing a group of 
local muscular Tyrolean lads (farmers) squeezed 
into their While relaxing and enjoying superb local 
delicacies of wiener schnitzel, the girls suddenly 
pushed their plates to one side and leapt out of 
their seats on seeing a group of local muscular 
Tyrolean lads (farmers) squeezed into their leder-
hosen, high kicking, slapping their thighs, dancing 
into the restaurant.  We hadn’t realised how much 
the ladies had become interested in the local cul-

ture.  
Gum-
myband 
(Austri
an for 
Rubber) was spotted in the heat of the 
day, after a massive climb, stripped to his 
shorts, flexing his muscular frame, but 
unfortunately spoilt by wearing knotted 
handkerchief on his head, showing his 
true Northern upbringing.  (Apparently he 
has a different coloured handkerchief for 
each day of the week.)

On the last day, Herr Debarkle and May-
hem were seen heading off towards the 
local church at great speed on their 
bikes.  Not being a Sunday, and unsure 
of their religious intentions, Spiderman 
followed in hot pursuit, only to see them 
divert at the last moment for a bit of ur-
ban DH, which they had sized up the 
previous night.  Down a cascade of 
steps they went, scattering locals en 
route.  Spiderman, in usual over-zealous 
mode, was hot on their trail, safe in the 
knowledge that the medical team before 
him had kindly cleared his path.  Having successfully managed the religious aspect 
of the day, it was off to try the death-defying near-vertical Hannakan descent.  The 
fearless trio even conquered numerous runs on a newly built downhill course to 
round off a perfect day of gentle cruising.  The holiday/ordeal/adventure was 
deemed superb by Spiderman’s evaluation.
Anyone fancy Kashmir next year or Afghanistan?
                                                                              Article by Roving Reporter spiderman
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BinbagBobs Booze Cruise 2011 - A small but select group of bashers 
set sail in November for the annual Booze cruise but this year it was a 
tour with a difference.  Although organ-
ised by a devout road rider we had in-
structions to pack our Off road bikes! For 
the first time in a long while we had a 
smooth/flat crossing waking up to clear 
blue sky's with no rain or snow  forecast.  
We set off to Roscoff where a small boat 

was waiting to 
pick us up to 
take us on the 
next stage of our adventure- a small desolate 
island (described by lustleigh when she realised 
it only had one bar/restaurant on it!) found 
across the bay- Ile de Batz.  We disembarked  
cautiously and turned left from the port (Bobs 
directions were to keep the sea on the left at all 
times!)  - right from the start we hit the rough off 
road surface, we circumnavigated around the 
edge of the island using only cross country dirt 
tracks.  It 

was a really great ride around the 
island, not very technical (which was 
just as well as some members were 
on their skinny tyres road bikes) but 
the views were amazing.  During the 
ride Karen found her “off road” legs 
and by the end of the ride looked like 

an off -road riders (apparently Bob 
was buying her full body armour for 
Christmas this year).  The ride took 
approximately 2 hours after which a 
well earned drink was had whilst 
waiting for the ferry to arrive to take 
us back.  It was another great Booze 
cruise enjoyed by all.  
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Christmas Bash 2011 - the pictures tell the story!

Diddy and 
Bothways do it 
for the Bash!
 Diddy and Both-
ways showed 
great dignity and 
bravery when 
representing the 
TVPB at this 
years Exmouth 
Christmas Day 
swim - They 
spent at least 5 
minutes in the 
sea
Well Done 
Girls!!!


